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Inga  Gusarova, MSc  
Certified Canadian Counsellor, Certification # 7177 

Fidus Counselling Services 
735 12th Avenue SW, suite 901; Calgary AB T2R 1J7 

Phone: 403-801-7075  Secure Email: https://fidus.privacemail.com  
 

E-COUNSELLING INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
Online services use many contracts. Most people scroll to “I agree” without reading — and for a very 
good reason! Why bother wading through pages of legalese if you can’t change anything anyway? 
This is different. Counselling is a partnership, a journey together: So the more involved 
and active you are in it, the better for you. I encourage you to share with me any ideas, 
concerns or questions that may arise for you as we work together.  

Informed consent means clear understanding and input in what we do and why. It includes discussing 
potential risks and benefits before taking next steps, some of which change depending on YOUR 
perceptions and decisions. As such, the purpose of this form is to verify that you understand the 
basics of how counselling works, the policies that govern it, and what they mean for you, at our fist 
session. But the process of informed consent continues as long as our counselling relationship.  

1. Confidentiality 
Counselling sessions are confidential, meaning that information about you is not provided to anyone 
besides me, Inga Gusarova, without your signed consent.  

This practice has exceptions or limits. First, by law, I must report to appropriate authorities if you 
or another person is at imminent risk of serious harm, or if child abuse or child neglect is disclosed. 
Second, any information obtained in our sessions may be subpoenaed by a court of law – this, of 
course, would only happen if you become involved in the judicial system and the court deems our 
counselling relationship to be relevant.  

Because I want to provide the best quality of care for you, I receive supervision on a regular 
basis. This is a normal part of counselling practice, encouraged by professional standards and ethical 
codes. Supervisors are qualified professionals who follow the same standards of confidentiality as I do 
in working with your information. My supervisor is Dr. Kevin Alderson, a PhD-level licensed clinical 
and counselling psychologist with over 30 years of experience. He may have access to your clinical 
notes, including identifying information, and he and I may collaboratively discuss ideas about your 
counselling goals and progress – only on as needed basis. If you are not comfortable with this 
arrangement, please let me know right away! However, it could mean I may not be able to 
serve you, and may direct you to other supports – we would need to discuss this. Otherwise, if you 
proceed with my services, it means consenting to the confidential sharing of information 
with my supervisor when I reason that this sharing is to your benefit. I would notify you if 
my supervisor changes and give you an opportunity to reconsider.   

To protect your privacy, I will not knowingly accept personal Facebook or LinkedIn requests from 
clients or respond to contact through social media. If I see you out in public, I will only acknowledge 
you if you acknowledge me first: This is to help you have control over your privacy.  

2. Implications Of Online Counselling For Confidentiality 
Technology carries unavoidable risks. I aim to honour or exceed the legal and ethical standards of 
information privacy that apply in Canada through responsible information management practices. This 
means using encrypted communication whenever possible, storing confidential electronic information 
in encrypted form on password-protected devices, employing up-to-date anti-virus software, and 
having cyber-breach liability insurance in place. However, no data transmission over the Internet can 
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be guaranteed to be 100% secure or error-free. Thus, I do my best to maintain the highest level of 
security on my systems, but I cannot ensure the security of any information during transmission to or 
from my site, or from susceptibility to intrusion, attack, or computer virus infection.  

The very nature of online communication means that I have no control over your environment. I can 
only protect your confidentiality on my end — you share the responsibility of protecting it on 
your end. This includes (but is not limited to): 

• Making sure you talk to me using secure means (i.e., PrivacEmail, Doxy.me, or phone). If you 
send me a non-secure message, you waive your right to confidentiality for any information 
contained in or potentially inferred from it, because protecting it is no longer under my control.  

• Making sure you and your computer are in a private place for online counselling. Security on 
the Internet is useless if people can look over your shoulder, or eavesdrop on your video session. 

• Protecting against unauthorized access to your electronic device or communications. Do not 
share your passwords with anyone, or allow another person to access your computer or the 
systems you use while you are still logged in. For secure email system, do not allow your browser 
to store your password (please refer to your browser’s help menu if necessary) and clear your 
recent browsing history. Be aware that computer viruses, malware, and even legitimate software 
products exist that are capable of recording keystrokes. It is good computing practice to always 
ensure that your computer is running up-to-date antivirus software and all available operating 
system and software security updates. 

• Being aware of the security issues related to downloading and storing files. If you save the 
PrivacEmails secure conversations to your device, or I send you an encrypted file and you save 
an unencrypted copy, then you become fully responsible for safeguarding such files. 

I cannot protect confidential material that becomes insecure because of your negligence, 
such as leaving confidential material on a computer screen for others to see, storing it on the local 
computer or a portable storage device, or allowing the use of monitoring software on your device.  

3. Implications Of Online Counselling For The Therapy Process 
Because my influence over your environment is limited, you must assume more control and 
responsibility than if we were meeting in my office. This includes: 
• Making decisions on whether online counseling is a good fit for you (including modality of online 

counselling; how appropriate and secure your technology is; how well you adjust to 
misunderstandings that may occur due to lack of visual cues or reliance on written words). 

• Making decisions on how to ensure your privacy and accepting responsibility for it. 
• Being truthful about your identity and not claiming to be anyone other than yourself. 
• Providing accurate contact information in case of emergency, working with me to develop a plan 

for emergencies that you are comfortable with, and implementing this plan if need arises.  

4. What Happens If There Is A Crisis Or An Emergency? 
As a solo practitioner, I cannot act as a crisis centre. There are also inherent delays in the use of 
asynchronous communication – time may pass before I see you message. So you must make a plan 
in advance for what to do if you experience intense feelings of distress, emergencies or life 
threatening situations. You and I will also address an emergency plan at our first session, because 
making decisions during an emergency is very difficult.  

I suggest you (1) find and keep within reach a local crisis hotline number so you could talk to 
someone immediately (despite what the URL says, they help in all crises, not only suicide, check here 
for specific resources: http://www.suicideprevention.ca/need-help/ ); (2) phone 911 if your 
emergency is serious and immediate, or go to the emergency department of a hospital and explain 
the crisis you are experiencing. 
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5. What Happens If There Is A Technical Failure? 
If I have not responded to you within 3 business days or our arranged contact schedule, 
please call me at 403-801-7075. PrivacEmail is designed to back up information as you type it so 
nothing you share should be lost. If there is a problem with your equipment, you could return to our 
messages after you resolve it. If we have problems using video counselling, I will attempt to contact 
you through the video messaging software or phone if messaging does not work. If it takes more 
than 15 minutes to resolve technical issues, we would have an option to reschedule. I will only bill 
you for time spent doing actual counselling, not dealing with technical difficulties.  

6. Access to Notes. 
You can access your counselling notes at any time by requesting it in writing and confirming your 
identity (ideally, through the PrivacEmail system). Emailing an encrypted electronic file with your 
information is free, and we can agree on the password over the phone. Cost-recovery charges apply if 
you ask for your notes to be printed and mailed or couriered to you. If you want me to correct your 
information, please use PrivacEmail to submit request describing the error.  

7. Fees and Payment 
My session fees are $120 for the introductory 90 minutes, and thereafter $90 per hour, 
unless a different fee package is agreed to in writing. These fees may increase in the future with 
significant advance notice. I require pre-payment before the first session through PayPal at least 
24 hours in advance. If we meet in person, you could pay at the end of the session through cash or 
cheque. PrivacEmail does not attach files, so if you need a detailed receipt, I can email a pdf file to 
your regular email address. Once a regular counselling relationship has been established, if you 
prefer, I could invoice you through PayPal after a session, to be paid upon receipt. Please note: I will 
not schedule a new counselling session until the invoice is paid in full. If your financial situation has 
changed, please talk to me, as I may have sliding scale spots available.  

8. Cancellation Policy 
If you are scheduled for a real-time video session, I expect at least 24-hour notice if you cannot 
attend it. Otherwise, you will be billed for that session at (a) 50% of the rate you usually pay if 
you re-schedule or cancel in less than 24 hours; and (b) 100% of the rate if you no show (i.e., miss 
a scheduled appointment without any notification). If you have documented evidence of a serious 
emergency that prevented you from giving notice, these fees could be waived. Conversely, your next 
session is 50% off if I notify you in less than 24 hours. 

9. Location Of Services And Governing Laws 
What if you and I are reside in different provinces, or you are temporarily travelling outside of Canada 
when our counselling takes place? I ask that if we work together, you agree that for all legal 
purposes, my counselling services take place in Canada only, and specifically, in the province of 
Alberta where I reside. If you are not comfortable with this provision, I ask that you find another 
therapist. Counselling and psychotherapy practitioners in private practice are available in all Canadian 
provinces, so you have a meaningful choice to agree or disagree with this provision. 

 

 Your signature below indicates that you read and understand the contents of this form: 

 

 

 
____________________________________________    ___________________________ 

  Name and Signature      Date 


